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A deadly high Swept at home 
Baseball team ends 13~game 
homestand with two losses. Partly cloudy today with a high of 68. 
Students sniff inhalents to ~t 
a sense of "euphoria." 
SHERYL SUE SIDWELL/ Assoc. photo editor 
Ken Johnson, former college AU-American football player. 
sings to the audience during a motivational speech 
Wednesday night in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
Speaker: Christians 
must stop ~acism 
By MELANIE McCLAIN 
Staff writer 
According to Ken John-
son, racism in the United 
States is "not a black thing 
or a white thing - it's a 
Jesus thing." 
Johnson, a speaker, sing-
er, evangelist and former 
All-American football play-
er for the University of 
Tulsa, Okla., had a crowd 
of about 250 people sing-
ing, clapping and crying 
We dnesday night in the 
Grand Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Uni-
versi ty Union. Johnson 
spoke about the racial ten-
i sion in the United States, 
youth and drugs .and the 
"importance of finding 
Jesus" in one's life. 
The event was sponsored 
by the Coles County Youth 
For Christ in connection 
with the Fellowship for 
Christian Athletes (FCA). 
"Racism is a deadly dis-
e ase, and it is up to 
Christians to show that we 
can make this work," John-
son said. "This issue of 
racism is something I 
believe that is dear to God's 
heart." 
In the first five minutes 
Johnson was on stage, he 
played a song that reflected 
statistics to show how di-
vorce, sexually transmitted 
diseases, unmarried moth-
ers, unmarried couples liv-
ing together and sexual 
abuse of children has risen 
in the United States. 
"They call us the United 
States, but are we really 
united?" Johnson said. "We 
need the Lord to bring us 
back to what the United 
States was founded on." 
Johnson, who was raised 
in the inner city of Dallas, 
was raised on welfare and 
lived in a two bedroom 
home with nine people. He 
told the audience that any-
one who is in a bad situa-
tion that there is always 
the "comeback Jesus." 
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In-state rights protest 
Eastern's Haiti 
Connection 
fights for state 
worker's rights 
Group to discuss 
future of protest 
By ERIC BECKER 
Staff writer 
At first look, it doesn't 
seem to make sense that a 
Charleston group fighting for 
justice in Haiti would 
address an issue just 60 
miles away. 
But members of the Haiti 
Connection say the lock out 
at A.E. Staley Manufacturing 
Co. in Decatur and other 
workers-rights issues are 
part of their mission. Con-
cerned with more than just 
Haitian rights, members say 
the organization's goal is to 
fight for conditions and 
issues involving both-work-
ers' r~ghts and those of all 
third world countries. 
"We looked at the issue, 
saw the injustice involved 
with the issue, and realized 
that we are one of a few 
groups that get involved with 
these types of issues," said 
Chris Hoster, chairman of the 
Haiti Connection. ~We have 
tQ be involved and take a 
stand for justice." . 
Last week, the ·Haiti 
Connection organized a boy-
cott of two soft drink cdmpa-
By CHRIS SEPER 
Campus editor 
The Haiti Connection 
will discuss the future of its 
boycott against Coca-Cola 
and Pepsico Inc. at its 
meeting tonight. 
Members will finalize a 
plan of action and discuss 
new developments, said 
Chris Hoster, president of 
the Haiti Connection. 
Members need to deter-
mine how to handle the 
protest locally as well as 
maintain it through the 
summer, he said. · 
The group will meet at 
5:30 p.m. in the Newman 
Catholic Center, 909 Lin-
coln Ave. 
The Haiti Connection 
called for a boycott last 
nies. Members protested 
Coca-Cola and Pepsico Inc. 
because the two businesses 
continue to purchase corn 
sweetener from A.E. Staley. 
Haiti Connection members 
are protesting Staley because 
the business locked out 763 
workers in June 1993. 
"We chose Staley because 
of the need for workers' 
week to support locked-out 
workers at A.E. Staley 
Manufacturing Co. in 
Decatur. The plant locked 
out 763 of its workers on 
June 27, 1993. 
A.E. Staley produces a 
corn sweetener used by 
Coca-Cola and Pepsico for 
their beverages, thus the 
rationale for boycotting the 
two companies. 
One of the larger issues 
on the agenda tonight will 
be handling the boycott at 
Eastern. Hoster said the 
Haiti Connection has had 
trouble contacting some 
organizations. 
Earlier this week, he 
said the Haiti Connection 
hoped to contact unions, 
• See MEETING Page 2 
rights," Haiti Connection 
member Annie White said. 
"It goes on everywhere in the 
country." 
But the Staley protest is 
only one local activity the 
group does. In April 1994, 
members protested the open-
ing of the Wal-Mart Super-
center in Mattoon. The 
• See HAITI Page 2 
Charleston trying to 'cat~h · 
up' to Mattoon businesses 
By JORN BATES 
Staff writer 
With Mattoon's planned addition of a 
Lowe's home supply store, members of 
Charleston's Chamber of Commerce said they 
believe they have some catching up to do. 
"We have got to get into a progressive 
mode," said Rich Engelkes, president of the 
Charleston Chamber of Commerce and owner 
of American Family Insurance, 1510 
University Dr. 
Mattoon recently sold an 18.5-acre site 
east of the Kmart to the Lowe's Corp. The 
property will be turned over to Lowe's on 
June 27 and was purchased for $2 million. 
Lowe's store is a home supply store that 
carries merchandise in a· variety of areas 
including hardware, gardening and electrical 
supplies. 
"(Mattoon has) people knocking at their 
door," Engelkes said. "That's because they're 
located in a strategic location." 
Mattoon Mayor Wanda Ferguson said sev-
eral things such as the Amtrack railroad, sev-
eral trucking companies and the numerous 
factories in the town, as well as the neighbor-
ing universities played a part in attracting 
new businesses. 
"We're in a hub," Ferguson said. "We've got 
Lak~ Land (College) to our south, (University 
''We have to get into 
a p1YJgressive mode." 
- Rich Engelkes 
president 
Chamber of Commerce 
of Illinois) to our north, Millikin (University) 
west of us and, of course, Eastern." 
"We are a centrally located point for a 35 to 
40 mile radius," said Joan Record, executive 
director for the Mattoon Chamber of 
Commerce. 
Both Bob Taylor, executive director of the 
Chamber of Commerce, and Engelkes also 
said larger businesses are choosing Mattoon 
because of its proximity to Interstate 57, 
where business can attract people commuting 
through the area. 
Taylor said Charleston will eventually ben-
efit from the area's growth. 
When bU;sinesses begin building east of I-
57 they'll be in Charleston city limits once 
they cross the state Route 16 driveway of the 
Coles County Airport. 
• See BUSINESS Page 2 
Geology professor 
to present lecture 
By MELISSA McCLAIN 
Activities editor 
Gary Wallace, professor 
of geology and geography, 
will present a lecture dis-
cussing a summer retreat 
program conducted by the 
university held in the 
Black Hills of South Da-
kota. 
Wallace will present his 
lecture to students at 7:00 
p.m. tonight in Room 332 
of the Physical Science 
Building. 
Wallace received his 
doctorate in geology from 
Ohio State University. He 
began the first geology 
program at Eastern in 
1970. 
The summer field pro-
gram offers to give stu-
dents a working knowl-
edge of geologic princi-
ples. The program will 
take place from June 12 to 
July 21. 
"Students gain hands-
on experience within the 
Black Hills of South 
Dakota," said Alan Bahar-
lou, chairman of the geol-
ogy and geography de-
partments at Eastern. "It 
gives them a chance to 
apply the principles of 
geology away fr.om the 
classroom." 
After participating in 
Eastern's field program, 
students are more pre-
pared for possible jobs in 
the geology field upon 
graduation from the uni-
versity, Baharlou said. 
"Nothing can replace 
the experience students 
receive in the Black Hills 
summer field program," 
said Baharlou. 
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Poet/author to read works 
By ANNA BETZELBERGER 
Staff writer 
Author and poet Carl Phil 
lips will be reading selections 
from his works at 4 p.m. today 
in the Tarble Arts Center. 
"Carl Phillips is one of this 
country's best young poets and 
I'm excited he's coming to 
Eastern," said English profes-
sor Bruce Guernsey. 
"His poems are both grace-
ful and powerful - a wonderful 
blend of intelligence and emo-
tion," Guernsey said. 
Phillips, an assistant profes-
sor at Washington University, 
is the author of "In the Blood" 
and forthcoming "Cortege." 
He is also the recipient of 
various awards and fellow-
ships including the George 
Starbuck Fellowship and the 
Samuel French Morse Poetry 
Prize. 
He has a fellowship in the 
Massachusetts Artists Found-
ation and the Academy of 
American Poets Prize. 
His works have been print-
ed in journals such as "The 
Atlantic Monthly" and "Paris 
Review." His works have also 
been printed in the "Best 
American Poetry'' anthologies 
for 1994 and 1995. 
The reading is sponsored by 
the English Department, with 
the visiting writers program. 
The event is a free and open to 
the public. 
Lab band to perform concert 
By MELISSA McCLAIN 
Activities editor 
The Eastern Illinois University Lab Band 
will present a jazz program with songs by var-
ious jazz artists such as Sammy Nestico and 
Ann Ronnell. 
"The Eastern Lab Band performs one concert 
per semester, and they always perform well" 
said Samuel Fagely, assistant professor of 
music. 
The compositions "The Blues Machine" and 
"The Heat's On" by Nestico will be performed. 
The lab band is one of the two existing big 
bands at Eastern. They will perform a variety 
of both traditional and contemporary big band 
literature, Fagely said. 
"We will feature several student soloists, and 
Director of Jazz Studies Allan Horney is a fea-
tured guest for the concert who will also per-
form a solo piece," Fagely said. 
Horney, a trombonist, will perform "A Time 
For Love," by Johnny Mandel. 
Eastern's Lab Band will perform the songs 
under the direction of Fagaly at 7:30 p.m. 
tonight in the Dvorak Concert Hall. 
Admission is $1 for students and senior citi-
zens and $2 for adults. 
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Haiti __________ _ Business ___ _ 
•From Page 1 
protest centered around con-
cerns that Wal-Mart was 
exploiting Haitian workers to 
manufacture its goods. 
The plight of workers in-
volving Wal-Mart and Staley 
dir connect. to the overall 
ihisSf ~of~th~~~Haiti Connec-
tion, ,.aRUj.er.Jloy Lanham 
said. Rigiitg.4D.d issues in 
Haiti are connected to rights 
and issues in America, he said. 
"We are concerned with 
issues affiliated in third world 
countries," Lanham said. 'The 
rights of workers here are con-
nected to the rights of workers 
in Haiti." 
Hoster said strict rules 
placed on Haitian workers by 
corporations have led to the 
group's protest for workers' 
rights in Decatur and other 
places. He said Staley is plac-
ing similar limitations on its 
workers by· replacing and not 
negotiating with locked-out 
workers. 
"In Haiti, companies have 
strong control of workers," 
Hoster .siµd. "(The whole situa-
tioriYh~lO ·Cfp: ~eni::6inpanies 
con{;l'Oll;itq{ ~e.;,¥ve~,~f work-
ers~·· · 
"We want to show students 
what it is about. We do not 
want this to become a trend 
because the implications could 
be detrimental." 
The Haiti Connection began 
in January 1989 in an attempt 
to help one of the poorest 
nations in the Western 
Hemisphere, White said. 
Lanham said the group raises 
about $2,000 a year that goes 
directly to Haiti, and the orga-
nization takes two-week trips 
to Haiti twice a year to give 
the country money and find 
out about its needs. 
Members have also spon-
sored a Haiti Solidarity Week 
on campus. 
.~ ·Uhless'·foreigh policy issues 
are i!!ettled, the United States 
and other countries will never 
be serious about workers' 
rights, Hoster said. 
"The U.S. and other coun-
tries must lose their cold war 
policies toward Haiti and other 
third world countries," Hoster 
said. "How far are we willing 
to take things in order to suit 
our own interests so Haiti can 
become the country it wants to 
be?" 
•FromPage 1 
Neither Record nor Engelkes 
said they think Lowe's will 
be the last store to open in 
the I-57 area. 
Taylor said another reason 
why businesses are not 
selecting Charleston for 
. exp~sion is bl;lcause Char-
leston's sales tax revenue has 
not progressed in relation to 
the inflation rate. Charleston 
sales tax revenue is only 1 
percent of a businesses' sales. 
Taylor said with sales tax 
revenue at such a low level, 
property taxes may rise to 
compensate for the lost rev-
enue. Maintenance on deteri-
orating property will proba-
bly be delayed as well. 
"Pretty soon, we11 be run-
ning people out of town 
because the taxes are too 
high," Engelkes said. 
At the same time, Matt-
oon's sales-tax revenue will 
be "skyrocketing," which will 
force one of two things, 
Engelkes said. Either proper-
ty taxes will decrease, or the 
community's spending on 
schools will increase. 
Engelkes also said the 
increase in Mattoon busi-
nesses will allow the city to 
either lower its property 
taxes or increase spending on 
schools, parks and other 
municipally funded projects. 
Either way, Engelkes said 
the options will lead to future 
homebuyers choosing Matt-
oon over Charleston. 
Meeting ________________ _ 
"From Page 1 
student groups and other universities for their 
support in the boycott. 
logistical problem because all the members of the 
Haiti Connection will be gone during the summer 
semester. 
27 by asking the campus community to boycott 
Coca-Cola and Pepsico products. About 50 students 
signed postcards in supports of the boycott, which 
were sent to Coca-Cola and Pepsico. Hoster said he has already moved the boycott 
statewide by sending letters to local and university 
newspapers throughout the state encouraging 
them to join the boycott. 
He said the organization is also faced with a 
New plans for the boycott already include a 
phone protest the week of April 1 7. Every day that 
week at a designated time, supporters of the boy-
cott will be asked to call Coca-Cola and Pepsico to 
protest the use of Staley products. 
Pepsico owns Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried 
Chicken and Taco Bell, and Coca-Cola produces 
Minute Maid and Fruitopica drinks. 
Eastern has a contract with Coca-Cola to supply 
vending machines to the campus. The Haiti Connection began its boycott March 
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'·~LADIES NIGHT 
Huge Stuffed Potato 
(withchoiceortoppings) w/ Garden Salad $595 !:l 
Rl-====W:==h=I l=e=::;S-=u=p=p=l=i=· e==s==L==a==s=t:====-'~ 
Chicken Fajita Salad § 
w/coffee or tea $450 ~ 
Soup/Sandwich special $1.00 16 OZ. Red Dog Drafts ~ 
_w
1 
co_rre_e 
0
_r tea_$ 3_00__. U.25 Large Strawberry Daiquiris~ ~garitas ~ 
free soft drink refill during lunch and dinner § 
Fried Chick.en Dinner S 
choice of potato, salad and veggie ......................... $4.95 !:l 
DINNER 
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Speak.er: Gays should be 
treated with human rights 
By JOANNE CLARK 
Staff writer 
Shelton Watson, chairperson 
of the Counsel of Human 
Rights for Gay and Lesbian 
Issues, said he had no idea of 
the severity of stereotypes sur-
rounding gay men until he 
made his homosexuality public. 
"I didn't know what it meant 
to be a black and gay man until 
I began to come out to my fami-
ly and to hear the negative 
things (about homosexuals) 
they picked up," Watson said. 
Watson spoke to a crowd of 
20 people at 7 p.m. last night in 
the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union as part of 
Lesbian, Gay and Bisexual 
Awareness Week at Eastern. 
"People ask me why I am so 
out there about my sexuality," 
Watson said. Watson said he 
and every other gay and les-
bian person should not be 
treated with special rights but 
with human rights. 
Watson said for a gay person 
to come public with his or her 
sexuality is a difficult thing to 
do. He said people need to 
respect gay and lesbian people 
for who they are and what they 
stand for prior to them going-
public. 
''The most important thing a 
gay or lesbian can do to whip 
out the biases is to be a gay or 
lesbian person;' Watson said. 
Watson noted that the inci-
dence of hate crimes against 
homosexuals are continually 
rising. He said homosexuals 
need to take a strong stand to 
eliminate the hate crime prob-
lem. 
A study of hate crimes was 
done from 1986 to 1994 and 
showed incidents of hate 
crimes were decreasing, but 
Watson said these numbers can 
be misleading. 
Watson said 222 hate crimes 
were reported in the city of 
Chicago last year, but approxi-
mately 30 percent more went 
unreported. 
"The trend is the same," 
Watson said. "People will get 
assaulted coming from a gay 
bar or going to a gay bar." 
BSU to sponsor fashion show 
By ANNA BETZELBERGER 
Staff writer 
campus. This is a way to bring the campus 
together." 
The Black Student Union will sponsor its 
"Fever '95" Fashion Show tonight at 8 p.m. 
The fashion show and Miss Black EIU are the 
two main fund-raising projects for the BSU. The 
money raised from each event will benefit a 
community project,which the BSU selects each 
year. 
"Fashions will include a wide array of fash-
ions and styles, including sportswear, business 
attire, evening wear and casual wear," said Ceci 
Brinker, assistant coordinator of student activi-
ties. The annual event will be held in the Grand 
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union and will feature 22 models 
from Eastem's campus. 
"The money raised at these events is used to 
benefit our organization," said Angela Grimes, 
president of BSU. "This year, we will probably 
use the profits to adopt a child," she said. 
"It should be a good fashion show," said 
Tanisha Moore , a junior home economics major 
and model for the show. "We expect a large 
turnout." 
"This is an annual campus-wide event and 
the Black Student Union has sponsored it for 
the past five years," Brinker said. "Models come . 
from various campus organizations and the 
"We want to encourage the whole campus to 
attend the fashion show," Brinker said. 
Senate looks at grading change 
By SCOTT BOEHMER 
Student govenunent editor 
Senate members were 
asked during Wednesday's 
Student Government meeting 
to consider lending their sup-
port to change Eastem's cur-
rent grading system. 
Scott Shaffenacker, a junior 
industrial technology major, 
said he hopes to implement a 
change in the grading system 
which would add pluses and 
minuses to the grading scale 
to provide more incentive to 
students to do well. 
Schaffenacker said he was 
No Plans For 
the Weekend?? 
Could you use some extra 
cash?? Let Western Staff 
Services put you to work!! lots 
of Weekend Work available. 
Assemblers, production line 
workers, telemarketers, 
and stockers. 
Charleston: 700 W.Lincoln 
345-2553, Mon-Fri 8:00am- 5:00pm 
Mattoon; 1524 Lakeland Blvd. 
235-2553, Mon- Fri 7:00am-9:00pm 
sat: 8:00am- 12:00pm 
Hey Huber! 
lt'e Hul1er'e 21et. 
6e good to him, 
for he may buret. 
Keith, Paul, & Jim 
representing himself in the 
proposal, which he said he 
modeled from similar systems 
at other colleges. He said he 
plans to meet with John 
Allison, Faculty Senate chair-
man, to discuss the idea. 
Schaffenacker said he hopes 
to have a new grading system 
implemented by the 1996-97 
school year. 
Also at Wednesday's meet-
ing, Michelle Gaddini, Student 
Government vice president for 
student affairs, said she has 
narrowed the search for possi-
ble companies to supply water 
machines for Eastern resi-
dence halls. She said only 
three companies are now 
under consideration from the 
25 she had originally exam-
ined. 
Gaddini said she and Lou 
Hencken, vice president for 
student affairs, plan to speak 
with the three companies next 
week and hope to decide on 
the best company based on 
"whoever's got the best quality 
(water) for the best price." 
Also, Senate Speaker Chris 
Boyster said he is preparing a 
resolution which would create 
a permanent lobbying team for 
Student Government. 
Eastern Illinois Students 
Present Your Eastern Illinois 
Univ. I.D. card and get your 
second set of prints for only 
~~®® 1 Hour Photo 
WALMART SUPERCENTER 
Mattoon, IL (217) 235-6773 
SUMMER JOBS AVAILABLE 
• • Now Hiring • • 
Earn $3200-$8000 this summer! 
9 
~ ~Management and team painter openings 
in Chicago suburbs and PeoriaJ 
Call 1-800-331-4441 
COLLEGE CRAFf HOUSEPAINTEKS 
vi\tlU 
• 
YOU 
DID 
PAID 
RE 
ATlHE 
DEPARTMENT 
RE! 
Coming soon to 
Cross COunty Mall! 
More Choices •More Savings 
Students should 
match faculty 
voter turnout 
Students should use the large voter turn-
out in the March 23 and 24 faculty elections 
as a model forthe upcoming Student Gov-
ernment elections. 
Fifty-four percent of eligible faculty - all 
tenure and tenure-track faculty and depart-
ment chairs - turned 
Edi to rial out .t? vote to fill 19 
pos1t1ons on the 
Faculty Senate and 
various faculty councils. 
This number is a stark contrast to the typi-
cal voter turnout in Student Government 
elections. 
In f'ehruai)/ s Student Government special 
electib'fis: 662 of tasterh's rougn'Jy 10,000 
students went to the polls to vote on a pro-
posed student activity fee increase, a pro-
posed smoke-free campus and a vice presi-
dent for public affairs. 
That figure represents a six percent voter 
turnout - a pitiful display of student apathy. 
Last April's Student Government elec-
tions drew over 2,000 students to the polls 
- one of the highest voter turnouts in East-
ern' s history. 
But that number still only comprises 20 
percent of all Eastern students and doesn't 
give an accurate representation of the stu-
dent population. 
Voter turnout for Student Government 
elections is indicative of a wide-spread 
trend of young people to avoid polls during 
state and national elections. 
People between the ages of 18 and 20 
have the lowest voter turnout in national 
elections of all eligible groups. 
Students should break this trend by turn-
ing out in droves to vote in the April 19 
Student Government elections. 
A 54 percent student voter turnout 
would be a refreshing sight. 
Every student deserves equal representa-
tion on campus, and every student's voice 
should be heard. 
The only way to achieve this is by follow-
ing the next few weeks' campaign and vot-
ing student leaders into office who will be 
active, responsible and accountable. 
Eastern to embark on promising future 
There is a sense of anticipation Governors Universities' staff on a 
here at Eastern as we continue ''.A local board will variety of transition activities, 
to celebrate our lOOth anniver- such as identifying new tasks the 
sary and prepare to meet the focus exclusively on University will have to assume 
challenge of a new governance Eastern W1d will and determining costs associated 
structure. have greater inter- with those tasks. 
The new system will enable us est in the future of Along with the changes in 
to develop Eastern's unique the tmiversity." governance structure, changes 
strengths: a traditional, quality have been proposed on campus 
institution that seeks to provide invoMng University reporting 
one of the best undergraduate David relationships and functions of 
programs in the nation. Institutional Advancement, 
It will allow us to recruit qua- Jorns Academic Affairs and Student 
lifted students more actively and ------------------ Affairs sectors, among others. 
to have a voice and presence in Springfield through direct The proposed restructuring would transfer the day-to--
lobbying efforts and the involvement of parents, students day business functions (accounting, fund management, 
and alumni in the legislative process. tracking, etc.) of the EIU Foundation to the Vice President 
Most importantly, a local board will focus exdusively for Business Affairs in order to allow Institutional 
on Eastern and will have greater interest in the future of Advancement staff to concentrate on development and 
the university. alumni affairs. I have also recommended that Records and 
Though there is some uncertainty about the selection Registration be transferred from Student Affairs to Acad-
process, we are in touch with Gov. Jim Edgar's staff about emic Affairs that the day-to-day administration of athletics 
the characteristics of local boards, sharing our thoughts be moved form the President's Office to Student Affairs. I 
about the composition of a separate governing board for believe these internal changes will better prepare Eastern 
Eastern. to move ahead in these exciting and challenging times. 
Ultimately, we want to ensure that a local board rep- We need to pull together as we mold our future. The 
resents the citizens of Illinois, as well as the entire con- expressions of support I have received from faculty, staff, 
stituency of the University, and that members are selected students and community members in recent weeks lead 
in a manner that ensures basic competence. We have for- me to believe we are moving forward as an institution. 
warded a number of suggestions to the Governor's office I am more optimistic about Eastern's future than at any 
in this respect. time during my tenure here. We passed our North Central 
We have, for example, received valuable information Association reaccreditation review with flying colors, the 
from the Association of Governing Boards of Universities university's planning process is well underway, we no 
and Colleges about the attributes of governing boards and longer have deficit budgets, our governmental and leg-
the tasks assigned to them, as well as tips on how to edu- islative connections are increasing, and we have the best 
cate board members effectively. We will stay in touch with budget proposal going to the General Assembly we have 
AGB so we can develop the most effective governing had in many years. 
board possible. So, let's work together as we cany Eastern from its dis-
We also have begun the process of reviewing Board of tinguished past into its promising future. 
Governors guidelines and internal governing policies to 
determine their application in the new governance struc-
ture. We have been working dosely with the Board of 
- David ]oms is the president of f.astem Illinois University 
and a guest columnist for the Daily f.astem News. 
Sexual orientation is an individual right 
realization and development of Has anyone ever said to you, 
"I just don't think so-and-so is 
right for you"? One reaction you 
may have had was that you 
-resented their opinion and felt 
that who you love is none of 
their business, or you ques-
tioned their right to pass judg-
ment on who you choose to 
"if individual free-
dom is as scarce as 
people say, why 
isn't everyone fight-
ing for the respect 
of all individuals?" 
the community (loyalty as part of 
the social contract). Part of the 
American social contract is that 
of the U.S. Constitution and its 
Bill of Rights. The individual right 
to privacy is a "supreme consti-
tutional value"; "equal protection 
of laws is an inescapable consti-
love. 
The issue of morality and Terry 
ethics seems to come up a lot in Ebert 
society these days, especially 
when society discusses whether 
homosexuality is a lifestyle or an orientation. This is a con-
cept of individual rights, no matter what orientation a 
person chooses. 
Throughout time, individuals have suffered to gain 
what most Americans and other countries have - free-
dom. People are fighting for their individual freedom to 
make decisions about their life everyday. And, this con-
cept of freedom will not be won by anyone (exduding 
white Protestant males with political affiliation) until 
everyone has achieved it. 
As described by the United Nations' Declaration of 
Human Rights, freedom is the scariest of human desires. 
If individual freedom is as scarce as people say, why isn't 
everyone fighting for the respect of all individuals? This is 
where the morality and the ethical choices of individuals 
and society come in to play. 
In order for individuals to have personal freedom, we 
must first look at the barriers that prevent this freedom of 
rights. There are many different reasons for these barriers, 
including the political and economic establishment of the 
government (individual power and greed), individuals 
not standing up for their rights and speaking out or even 
society not showing loyalty to its social contract and 
defending its rights. Fear and ignorance are unethical fal-
lacies that are taught and carried on by society. 
Social contract has to do with the loyalty that a society 
commonly agrees to as being a community. Every indi-
vidual contributes to self-preseNation, promoting self-
tutional value"; equal protection 
of the laws is an inescapable 
constitutional guarantee. 
Laws that declare homosexu-
ality illegal represent similar 
intrusion upon every individual's personal life. Should 
anyone, including lesbians, gay men and bisexuals be 
turned away, turned out or tuned out because of who 
they are and the sexual orientation of those they love? 
Discrimination based on sexual orientation restricts every-
body's personal freedoms. Should members of the major-
ity have free reign to threaten any minority inhumanely 
and unfairly because of one's make-up? 
As stated in Michael Nava and Robert Davidoffs book 
"Created Equal" "the lesbian (bisexual) and gay popula-
tion consists of women and men who have arrived, by 
very different paths, at the same self-knowledge. The 
feelings that prompt ordinary people to love members of 
their own gender against the grain of convention, and the 
decision to honor those feelings are different for every 
person." 
According to Webster's Dictionary, privacy means not 
available for public use, control or participation into one's 
individuality. And, the Constitution backs this up on the 
bases of individual rights, privacy and self-respect (the 
pursuit of happiness) among others. 
I leave you with a quote from Rita Mae Brown: "No 
government has the right to tell its citizens when or who 
to love. The only queer people are those who don't love 
anybody." 
- Terry Ebert is a senior speech communications major 
and a guest columnist for the Daily f.astem News. 
Where have all the 
funny cartoonists 
disappeared to? 
Tour turn for his cartooning skills, surely his skills surpass the abilities of the cartoonists 
that are so amused by Brother Dan, 
who was made the subject of cartoons 
three days in a row. If I had wanted to 
be amused by Brother Dan, I would 
have sat in the quad with my fellow 
students and been amused by him. I 
have come to realize that the purpose 
of the editorial page is to poke fun at 
things that are not really funny. I 
believe that if and when Rice and Bird 
start to draw cartoons, your staff 
Dear editor: 
In the past two years that I have 
been at Eastern, I have grown accus-
tomed to taking in current issues 
through the Daily Eastern News. 
As a part of my daily routine, I have 
enjoyed the comedy brought to seri-
ous issues through the editorial car-
toons. To my disappointment, it 
seems that there have been more 
days without cartoons than with car-
toons in the course of a week. The car-
toons that appear on that rare occa-
sion are not amusing. 
Where are Mike Rice's and Rich 
Bird's cartoons? It seems to me that 
these talented men should be praised 
by your staff, not erased like bad mis-
takes. The cover of the Verge is a start 
for Bird, but what about Rice? If he's 
talented enough to receive an award 
will be complete. 
Lori Stefanovich 
Thursday, April 6, 1995 
Laughing 
gas buzzes 
Eastern 
By SAM McKEE 
Features editor 
When he's flying high on laughing 
gas, sounds float in and out of his 
mind like voices echoing off the 
rafters of a gym. 
Ben, an Eastern sophomore, said 
he's seen nitrous oxide canisters "all 
over the ground at Grateful Dead 
shows," and has used the laughing 
gas on Eastern's campus as well. 
Nitrous oxide is a gas intoxicant 
Up close 
for 17 years, said nitrous oxide use 
among Eastern students first came 
to her attention about five years ago. 
She said some of her students talk 
about having nitrous oxide parties. 
"They buy a tank, and that's their 
entertainment for the evening,'' 
Doyle said. 
Adam, a sophomore, said he has 
been to two nitrous oxide parties 
this year at Eastern. 
"It's real intense while you're up,'' 
Adam said. In addition to the feeling 
of euphoria, he said he experiences 
"color enhancement" to his vision. 
As for the health aspects, Adam 
isn't as sure. "I've heard it kills a lot 
of brain cells, but I don't know." 
While Adam said he has never 
experienced "a bummer time" on 
nitrous, Ben and others say they 
have. 
Ben and his friends began using 
"I've heard it kills a lot of brain cells, 
which is used by dentists as an 
anesthetic and can also be found in 
whipped cream cans and small 
cylinders commonly called "whip-
pets." 
The gas produces a temporary 
feeling of giddiness and exhilara-
tion. 
nitrous oxide regularly last summer. 
Now, he uses nitrous oxide less 
because it often results in severe 
headaches. 
Ben said he experiences a "real 
intense pain that lasts a couple min-
utes" after he uses nitrous oxide. 
The Daily Eastern News 
Although Ben said nitrous oxide 
isn't as popular as marijuana, it is 
certainly present on campus. 
Other more long-term and irre-
versible effects result from nitrous 
oxide use as well, Doyle said. 
More immediate problems can 
also occur. 
Photo illustration by JOHN COX/ Photo editor 
deaths," Doyle said. 
A man died in a Columbus, Ohio 
suburb after inhaling an unspecified 
amount of nitrous oxide, according 
to an October issue of U. Magazine. 
In fact, Kathy Doyle, associate 
professor of health studies, said six 
or seven students of the 30 who take 
her Drugs and Society course each 
semester say they have used "laugh-
ing gas" within the past 30 days. 
Doyle, who has worked at Eastern 
"Continued use can cause periph-
eral nerve damage," Doyle said. "You 
would start to see paralysis and cog-
nitive problems." 
Doyle said chronic use of nitrous 
oxide has been linked to miscar-
riages, birth defects and kidney and 
liver defects. 
Jesse, a junior who uses nitrous 
oxide once a month, said he once 
saw someone pass out after using 
the drug and start "shaking on the 
floor." 
Nitrous oxide has even proven 
fatal for some. 
"There actually have been some 
Although there are many dangers 
associated with the use of inhalants, 
there is no system to report deaths 
and injuries from abusing them, 
Epidemiology magazine reported. 
New law to crack down on nitrous oxide use 
By JEREMY R. KIRK 
Staff writer 
The days of carefree 
nitrous oxide inhalation may 
soon be over. 
A bill currently in the 
lliinois Legislature sponsored 
by Mike Bost, R-
Murphysboro, would increase 
the penalties for inhalation of 
nitrous oxide. The new law 
would be more specific than 
the current law by actually 
labeling nitrous oxide as an 
illegal inhalant. 
The current law pertaining 
to nitrous oxide use does not 
specifically name the 
inhalant as an intoxicating 
compound, but does have a 
provision that makes inhal-
ing the compound illegal. 
The new law would also 
make inhaling nitrous oxide 
a more severe crime by 
changing it from a Class C 
misdemeanor to a Class B 
misdemeanor. A Class C mis-
demeanor is one step above a 
traffic violation and carries a 
maximum fine of $500 and 30 
days in jail. 
The new punishment, a 
Class B misdemeanor, carries 
a maximum fine of $500 and 
six months in jail. Companies 
producing nitrous oxide or 
people possessing it for legiti-
mate purposes will not be 
punished under the proposal. 
The bill is currently in its 
third reading in the House 
and is expected to come up 
for a vote sometime this 
week. If it passes, the bill will 
then move on to the Senate. 
Bost said the law is in 
response to several thefts of 
nitrous oxide tanks from 
chemical and medical supply 
companies. Bost also said 
young people using nitrous 
oxide have been defiant to 
police, but the police have 
had no way of controlling or 
arresting people on the drug. 
The Carbondale City 
Council outlawed nitrous 
oxide in January because of 
problems associated with the 
drug. Bost said that without 
state-wide legislation, the 
ban will have no lasting 
effects. 
According to the 
Carbondale state's attorney 
office, violators of the city 
ordinance receive a minimum 
fine of $50 or up to a maxi-
mum fine of $500. 
Bost said canisters of 
nitrous oxide have been seen 
at Grateful Dead concerts in 
the Carbondale area. 
Entrepreneurs distribute 
nitrous oxide by filling bal-
loons and selling them for as 
much as $5 to $8 a piece. 
"Every time a 'Dead Head' 
concert comes to town, 3,000 
pound canisters are being 
stolen from warehouses,'' 
Bost said. "They are actually 
selling these for $5 to $8 a 
balloon. People are clearing 
up to $3500 (per tank)." 
Bost said that people at 
Grateful Dead shows are not 
using nitrous the way it was 
intended, and that the new 
law would give police more 
power to control users of the 
drug. 
"If you show up at the con-
cert with a 'Whip It' canister, 
you are not bringing the actu-
al whip cream, you are bring-
ing the loaders," Bost said. 
"If you have a balloon or can-
ister and you are sitting out-
side a Dead Head concert, 
you are not manufacturing 
anything at that place." 
''Whip It" canisters contain 
"loaders", which are pressur-
ized cartridges that contain 
nitrous oxide and are used to 
catch a buzz. 
Even though the new law 
would increase the penalties 
for the use of nitrous oxide, 
law enforcement officials still 
must prove the intent of the 
person possessing the gas. 
Since nitrous is used in a 
variety of ways - such as in 
restaurants, drag car racing 
and medical purposes - pos-
session would not be enough 
to be charged with a misde-
meanor. 
"It's good legislation," Bost 
said. "It's just attacking the 
problem of criminal damage 
to property. 
" It is a very good product 
used in the proper way, but it 
can be abused." 
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I $AVE WITH THESE COUPON VALUE$~ 
----~----------, Easter Baskets Free grass wrap and rib~ 
· Small bon when you buy one 
• 399 of our charming woven easter baskets. 
Judy#s . 
Hallmark S,hop 
West Park Plaza 
Charleston 
348-5473 
Visit one of our 
STYLISTS Large 
•p 
Mon-Sat. 9-9 ; Sun. 12-5 HoW"S: Mon •Thur• 9-8 • Fri. Sat • 9-5 ________________________ .J .._ _____ --.oil 
COUPON 
SPECIAL 
®1!1!1~~ 
3 West UncOln, Charleston 
Across from McDonald's 
345.4743 
---------------, 
Call Rosie1 s 
We Deliver 
348-8055 
Specialty 
hamburger 
w/fries and 
~~~k.$4.95 
WITH COUPON 
---------------, 
One Larae 
t Topping 
Pizza 
&. 
Crazy Bread 
Offer expires 4/30/95 
----------------~---------------~ 
Noble 
Flower Shop 
503 Jefferson 
345-7007 
m • [ii 
roo/~-OFF_ill, 
Cash & Carry Flowers 
•Coupon must be presented 
inMrSon 
• !Ixcluding Holidays & Wire 
Service 
•Limit One Coupon · 
per person 
Expires 5/10/95 
---------------, 
Open 24 ! Gatorade 
Hours 32 oz. 
Everyday 
THE 
U-STORE ~~'l 
******** No Need To lug 
IA.ll Your Stuff Home ... 
-----Storaac Available 
At Tlie U -Store 
Rex 'n' Don Van Lines Bldg. 4 
miles S. of Rt 16 on Rt 130 · 
• 
w/coupon 
4/6-4/13/95 PLU 100 
Pof1Ce 
Spring Special! The Optical Shop 
$40.00 OFF!! 
Complete Pair of Glasses or 
New Contact Lens Fit 
Excludes Economy Line Frames 
Expires 5/1/95 -
* 5x5 $20/mo. 
* 7x9 $30/mo. 
* 10x15 $50/mo. 
_______ .._ _______________ .J -----------------------
---------------, -----------------------
Open 24 i Coke 12 
Hours !Packs All 
I 
~lmox=---~--~-eb--,~ 1: '~ • t• 1'{1r/111e.y~ rre,J./I ~arte 1es &i;;;d;;i 2. $5 
I 4/6-4/13/95 
WE'RE TRYING NEW HOURS 
MONDAY & TIJESDAY 
10 am- 10 pm 
WEDNESDAY THRU SATURDAY 
10 AM - MIDNIGIIT 
615 MONROE - North Side of 
Square 
348-8223 
DRINK 
with any 
EN·I E'E•"' t ,'. ,' . ~ ,\,
.___ ____ ___.. ___ _______ ______ .J ......... __ ..........._ .............................. ~--------- ............ -.............. 
' 
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' $AVE WITH THESE COUPON VALUE$ ,~ 
OWIUHINGTON 
~ ~AP:ESG£RIE8 . 
Open from 
6:30a.m. - 1 O:OOp.m. 
7 Days A Week 
348-8161 
920 W. Lincoln • Charleston 
Hour« 
Monday,fijday 
saturday · 
SUndov 
nr~ 
ret}@ 
~ 
348-1018 
15th & Madison 
Bait Room open at 5 a.m. daily. 
111E~'SI.AICJfSf 
SBEIIa'1 CX1'fflf SUPPLIES 
Bell's 
flower Corner 
Fl er & Ballg 
Bouquets 
1335 Monroe 345-3919 
Buy One Meal 
- and Get a 
Second Meal 
· of Equal or Lesser Value 
1/2 Off! 
(Offer expires April 30, 1995) 
---------------, Buy 2 Tacos 
Get 1 Taco 
Free 
East Side of Square Valid through May 13, 1995. Not 
51.3 7th Street, Charleston Good with any other offer. One 
.345-222.3• Carry out Coupon per visit, per customer ___________________________ .J 
Courthouse onna's 
;a"na'• Discount 
o unco1nAve Cleaners 
Live a 
wrinkle-free 
life! 
704JACKSON 
EAST SIDE OF TOWN SQUARE 
345-3454 
Slf/KfS 
(expires April 14, 1995) 
-------------------~-----~--.J 
-----------------------------, Open 24 
Ho .. urs·-! i: ·-·' ·-~ ' .. - ,_ • ·.... - .. , _ , 
! Bra,nd Ne"' 
: Salad Barf 
I 
: Build Your 
1.---ffKE-~-Ma-llh--ete---,· 1: Own Salad for ;If 1 r1 «I e- ~ e r,. e- ,, ' .1: ~ lb 
61'.2111Jmtl ....... Awnlle-~. nl ~ . 
· : 0 Y w/coupon 
EVERYDAY : Good 416-4/13/95 
I PLU1~ ... _.. .... ._ _______ ......._ _______________ .J 
l dozen nightcrawlers 
or 
1 dozen minnows 
1 PER PERSON 
exp. 4-30-95 
Buffet Every Tues. &... Thurs. 
5-9p.m. 
Corner of .4th and Lincoln 
ALL YOU CAN EAT: 
•PIZZA •SALAD BAR 
~· $3:99 ~ plus tax 
Children 10 and under eat for $2 
345.r2844 
The Daily Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's incor-
rect insertion. Report 
errors immediately at 581-
2812. A corrected ad will 
appear in the next edition. 
All classified advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p.m. 
deadline to appear in the 
next day's publication. Any 
ads processed AFTER 2 
p.m. will be published in 
the following day's newspa-
per. Ads cannot be canceled 
AFTER the 2 p.m. dead-
line. 
Classified ads must be 
paid in advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submit-
ted to The Daily Eastern 
News is subject to approval 
and may be revised, reject-
ed, or canceled at any time. 
The Daily Eastern News 
assumes no liability if for 
any reason it becomes nec-
essary to omit an advertise-
ment. 
DmECJTORT 
MEBTICEtl OFFERED 
~CHmllMIDi 
TIU TEL 
THilMNG/MCHOOLl!I 
llELPWOTJID 
WilTED 
DOPTION 
BmM/BmEBtl 
BooJDllTEtl 
illJBLEUOIUI 
FoBBENT 
FoB8A.LE 
Lot1T~Fomm 
.4.NNOIJNCEMElVIW 
6:00 Wheel of Fortune News 
PAIN RELIEF Call Ors. Don & 
Nancy Selvidge, Chiropractic 
physicians, Charleston- 345-1190 
Mattoon 235-4664. 
__________ 4/19 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Tight 
muscles- stressed out? 
Introductory $15 per session. Call 
345-1190. 
_________ 4/19 
Double your income. Sell Avon. 
Sign by 4/30 Receive gift. 348-
1290 Avon Independent 
Representative. 
__________ 4/28 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/girls 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, sailing, water-
skiing, gymnastics, riflery, 
archery, tennis, golf, sports, 
computers, camping, crafts, 
dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $1200 or more plus R & 
B. Camp LWC/GWC, 1765 
Maple, Nfld., IL 60093. 708-
446-2444. 
__________ 4/19 
Pizza maker wanted part time, 
apply in person after 4 PM, 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln, 
Charleston. 
__________ 516 
Career Opp. for PT Phys. Re-
hab Aide for the 3-11 shift and 
available for weekends. Day 
time hrs. on weekends possible. 
Must be organ. & dependable. 
Exper. prefer. but will train the 
right person. Apply in person at 
738 18th Street, Charleston, IL. 
EOE. 
~.,..,-,,-=--------516 
STUDENTS NEEDED! National 
Parks are now hiring seasonal & 
full-time. Forestry workers, park 
rangers, firefighters, lifeguards, + 
more. Excellent benefits + bonus-
es! Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext. 
N57385. 
__________ 417 
Summer jobs. Exterior house 
painters wanted in Chicagoland 
area. $7-10 per hour. 40 hour 
work week. Training will be pro-
vided. Campus Corps Painters 
(800)536-6355. 
__________ 4/12 
HAVE OFFICE SKILLS? AND 
WANT TO WORK THIS SUM-
MER? EARN $$$ AND GAIN 
VALUABLE WORK EXPERIENCE 
BY WORKING TEMPORARY! 
CALL TODAYS TEMPORARY. 
DES PLANES (708)699-3010, 
SCHAUMBERG (708)240-9411. 
_______ ca4/3-7, 24-8 
Attention: Earn Money Reading 
Books! Up to $500 weekly. Choose 
subject matter. For more details 
call: 1 (206)362-4304 ex1 E016. 
---..,,,,----------4/10 
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! 
EARN BIG $$$ + FREE WORLD 
TRAVEL (CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, 
HAWAII, ETC.) SUMMER/PERMA-
NENT, NO EXPER. NEC. GUIDE. 
(919)929-4398 ex1. E1060 
-:-:=-:-:-c--=-,..,-------5/1 
HIRING NOW!! Look no further. 
We've got the job you've been 
looking for. Day, Eve, and week-
end positions open. We offer pay 
training, flexible hrs. $6 PER HR 
Call now! 348-5250. 
__________ 4n 
Position of STUDENT BUSINESS 
MANAGER, STUDENT PUBLI-
CATIONS open. Must be here 
Summer 1995. Business and 
other related fields inquire at 
Student Publications 127 Buzzard 
581-2812. Training will start 
immediately. 
,..,---:---..,--------5/6 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union Catering/Dining Service is 
now taking applications for inters-
ession and summer student help. 
Apply in room 208 of the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
or call 5326 for more information. 
__ ...,..,, ________ 4n 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING-
Eam up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour 
companies. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time employment 
available. No experience neces-
sary. For more information call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C57386. 
__________ 5/1 
Make your summer count! Now 
hiring summer staff for Girl Scout 
Resident Camp, Certified life-
guards, cooks, counselors, unit 
leaders, program directors, and 
LPN/EMT openings. Camp is 
located outside Ottawa, IL on 260 
wooded acres. Only those seri-
ous about working with the youth 
of today while learning/teaching 
valuable outdoor living skills need 
apply! June 18-July 29, 1995. 
Complete training provided. 
Minorities are encouraged to 
apply. For application write or 
call: TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road, 
Joliet, IL 60433 or 815-723-3449. 
_____________ 4n 
TRAVEL ABROAD AND WORK. 
Make up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. 
teaching basic conversational 
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. 
Korea. No teaching background 
or Asian languages required. For 
inform'ition call: (206) 632-1146 
ex1.J57381 . 
_..,-:-:~=---------5/1 
WANTED: SUMMER HELP Gain 
Professional Sales experience by 
selling advertising for the Daily 
Eastern News. Apply at Buzzard 
North Gym. Resume encouraged. 
___________ 4n 
Accepting applications for all 
shifts. Housekeeping and habilita-
tion aids are needed in ICF/DD 
group home. Experience 
helpful/non-required. Benefits, 
training, & competitive salary. 
Starting at above min. wage. 
Apply in person at Omega 15 
House. 91 O 17th St. Charleston 
EOE. 
__________ 4/17 
Ski Free Nut linter! 
Crested Butte Mountain Resort 
will be on campus to recruit 
for our Student Employment 
Program. $500 scholarship, 
$5.50/hour, a Free Unlimited 
Ski Pass, housing .... and much 
morel Variety of positions 
available. For more informa-
tion please attend our informa-
tional presentation at 6:00pm 
on Monday, April I Oth in the 
Student Union Kansas Room or 
contact our sponsor, Career 
Planning & Placement. We are 
an E.O.E. 
ACROSS 
1 Gardener's foe 
&Atkinsor 
Huntley 
31 Seventh sign 
34 Writer Sheehy 
35 Cold and wet 
37 Novelist --
ss Saccharin's 
discoverer --
Remsen 
se Hawks' arena, 
with "The" 10 Flat-bottomed 
boat 
t4Do-re-mi 
15 Sasquatch 
cousin 
11"Nodice!" 
17 "Caribbean 
Queen" singer 
19 Suggestive 
20That: Sp. 
21 Kind of order 
22 Liquor 
purchases 
24Patch up 
28 Malt shop order 
27Young--
21Wineina 
straw-covered 
bottle 
USA-26 
S. Connell Jr. 
38 Pair of socks 
39Shade 
40Nob 
41 Tavern fare 
42 -- Galore of 
"Goldfinger" 
43 Intellectual 
41-- Spiegel 
(German 
magazine) 
48Tackles' 
neighbors 
47 Cap feature 
51 Part of a 
Vandyke 
54 Et--(and 
others): Lat. 
17 Disturbs the 
status quo 
so Catch 
61 Hero's tale 
82 Brainstorms 
a Off duty 
64 "---a-Cop" 
(Burt Reynolds 
flick) 
65Scrub 
DOWN 
1 Fossil resin 
2Composure 
3 Pits 
4 Under the 
weather 
5--500 
&Bike 
7Commandto 
Rover 
a Timetable info: 
Abbr. 
9 Crinkly 
wrappings 
10 Menu option 
'11Exchange 
pleasantries 
12 Cry of dismay 
13 Kids' questions 
1aPaddles 
23 Mountain 
overlooking 
Troy 
21Makea 
comeback 
HBalks 
WGN-16 9C WILL-12 LIF-40 
News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection MacNeil, Lehrer Designing Women 
6:30 Cops Entmt. Tonight Wheel of Fortune Drag Racing Wings Jeffersons Designing Women 
SUMMER JOB AVAILABLE 
NOW! AMERICA'S LARGEST 
STUDENT PAINTING COMPA-
NY IS NOW HIRING CALL 
ASAP POSITIONS FILLING 
FAST, NO EXPERIENCE NEC-
ESSARY. ALL TRAINING PRO-
VIDED THIS SUMMER. POSI-
TIONS IN YOUR HOMETOWN. 
CALL JOB HOT LINE 1-800-
265-1133 FOR YOUR APPLICA-
TIONS. 
Applications now being accepted 
at the newest motel in 
Charleston! The Worthington Inn 
is looking for honest, hard-work-
ing people for the following posi-
tions: Waiters/Waitresses, Cooks, 
Sous Chefs, Hostesses and Shift 
Managers. PT/FT and AM/PM 
shifts available, benefits including 
health/live insurance for FT. Apply 
in person at 920 W. Lincoln Ave., 
Char. IL. 
BETA GAMMA SIGMA and LCBAS Diversity Committee host a 
"Cultural Diversity Forum" at ?pm in the University Ballroom. All student 
welcome and encouraged to attend. 
MULTI CULTURAL STUDENT Union Pizza Party and meeting at ?pm 
at Jerry's Pizza. Bring $4 and celebrate MCSU's 2 year anniversary. 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Sock Hop with Big Bro/Big Sis at 6:30pm to deco-
rate and ?pm to dance in Lawson Basement. Let's all go and have a 
great time-! 
BLACK STUDENT UNION Annual Fashion Show at 8pm in the MLK 
Grand Ballroom. Title is "Fever '95." 
RESIDENCE HALL ASSOC meeting at 5pm in Carman Hall. Early din-
ner will be served in Carman Dining Services at 4:15pm. 
ZETA PHI BETA Cards & Dominos Tournament at ?pm on Monday, 
April 10 in the MLK Union Gallery. To enter, please contact Adrienne 
(581-3250) or Felicia (581-2449). 
INTER VARISITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship Large Group: Reconciliation 
at ?pm in the Arcola/Tuscola Room, MLK Union. 
ROTC LAB AT 3pm at the Archery Mound. We will be conducting D & 
C training. Uniform is BDU's, soft cap, black boots, pen & paper. 
MINORITY TEACHER EDUCATION Assoc General meeting at 6pm in 
Buzzard Lounge. Preview MTIEP Video and participate in Simulated 
Role Playing Interviews. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Haiti Connection at 5:30pm in the 
Newman Center. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Sacrament of Penance from 3:30-
4:3opm in the Newman Chapel. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Music Practice at 8:30pm in 120 
Coleman Auditorium. 
PHI GAMMA NU Speaker meeting at 6pm in 122 Lumpkin. 
Professional attire. 
LGBAU "GREEN PRIDE Day" all day. Wear green to show your sup-
port for Gay, Lesbian, and Bisexual rights. 
SCEC DEVELOPMENT MEETING at 6pm in Buzzard TMC. Come with 
new ideas! 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campys organjzational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
28 Feed en masse 
29 New Mexico art 
locale 
aoTourist 
establishments 
31 Piece of dark 
meat 
32 Composer 
Charles 
33 Judge's bench 
34 Festive 
occasions 
36 Choirmaster's 
announcement 
Fox-8 55 
Roseanne 
Roseanne 
38 Landlubber's 
plaint 
42 Male fashion of 
Washington's 
time 
44 Series opener? 
45Platform 
47 Pick 
48 Iron-rich dish 
49Zones 
50 Out-of-date 
51 Game on the 
greens 
52 Jerusalem's 
Mosqueof--
53 Mrs. Lindbergh 
MSimilar 
SI Make like 
59 Foofaraw 
DSC-33 WEIU-9 51 TBS-18 
Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego ... Boss? (6:05) 
Next Step Bill Nye ... Boss? (6:35) 
7:00 Mad About You Due South Extreme Murder, She Movie: Illinois Gardner Unsolved Mysteries Martin World of Wonder Little House on Movie: 
7:30 Hope & Gloria Thunder Wrote This Old House Living Single Amazing Animals The Prairie 
8:00 Seinfeld Connie Chung Commish USAC Movie: Ask the Movie: A Killer New York Movie Magic Lonesome Pine 
8:30 Friends Racing Managers Among Us Undercover Know Zones 
9:00 ER 48 Hours Day One News Mystery! Movie cont. Star Trek: The Next Beyond 2000 News 
9:30 Baseball Tonight Generation Inside Money Movie: 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Wings Honeymooners Mystery Unsolved Mysteries Cops World of Wonder Red/Green Show 
10:30 Jay Leno(10:35) David (10:35) Married ... (10:35) Wings Simon & Simon cont. Cops Amazing Animals Movie 
lvail. Immediately! Managerial 
>ositions in Restaurant/Banquet 
1rea of the Worthington Inn. 
:xperience and knowledge of 
irea preferred. Excellent 
ialary/benefits and health/life ins. 
>kg. offered for FT. Apply in per-
;on at 920 W. Lincoln, 
::harleston, IL, 61920. 
__________ 5/1 
"lewarding opportunity working 
Nith MR-Ml adults in a home set-
ting; 2nd & 3rd shifts available. 
Qualified app. must possess H.S. 
dip./GED, pref. background/educ. 
in psych. Apply in person at 521 
7th St. Chas. M-F, 8-4, EOE. 
__________ 4/10 
Wanted: Mature, dependable, 
personable juniors, seniors or 
graduate students to serve as 
Peer Helpers Fall semester. 
Applications may be picked up at 
the Minority Affairs Office, 111 
Blair Hall. Applications are due 
April 19, 1995. 
__________ 4/14 
Camp Counselors Traveling day 
camp; 7 week summer session, 
camping and outdoor skills, 
sports (swimming, etc.), the envi-
ronment, the arts (singing and 
more). Min. Age 21. Decatur 
Area. Call 423-7791 for informa-
tion. EOE. 
__________ 4/13 
Summer Staff Seeking seasonal 
summer staff to work at Decatur 
summer camp serving girls for 
seven week program. Positions 
include life guards, unit coun-
selors, and a health supervisor 
(RN, LPN, or EMT certification 
required. Must be available for 
overnight stays on site. Call for 
applications 581-8046 or 423-
7791. 
__________ 4/13 
Wanted: Dorm Room Carpet. 
Immediately! Call 345-3716. 
__________ 416 
Roommate needed to share 
townhouse (on the corner of 6th 
& Poli<) with TWO WILD AND 
CRAZY GALS for the '95-'96 
school year. Call Meredith and 
Casey at 581-5137. 
__________ 4/11 
Roommates Wanted located only 
about 1 1 /2 miles from campus. 
Own Room, pay 1/2 utilities (only 
CIPS-water free). Washer/dryer 
included. 145.00 for Summer 
195.00 for Fall/Spring Sem. 
TODD at 348-5362. 
__________ 4/17 
Female roommate needed. Own 
room. $225/mo. includes utilities 
Across from Buzzard. Call 345-
5149. 
__________ 417 
Sublessor needed for Sum 95 3 
bedrm. Park Place. Special rate. 
Call 345-4868. 
__________ 4/11 
FOR SUMMER- ONE BED-
ROOM UNFURNISHED APART-
MENT- NICE, CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS, LOW UTILITIES- NEGO-
TIABLE RENT- 348-5575. 
__________ 417 
2 sublessors needed summer 95. 
Close to campus. Air-
Conditioned, Furnished. Call 348-
0184. 
__________ 417 
Sublessor needed for summer 
'95. 1 bedroom apartment 
uptown. Unfurnished. $550 + utili-
ties. Call Jenn 345-5291. 
__________ 416 
Sublessors needed, 2 bdr. apt., 
Park Place, close to campus, 
price negotiable, call 348-0937. 
__________ 4/12 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED: Park Place- 1 BR, Low utili-
ties, A/C, Rent negotiable. Call 
345-3473. 
__________ 417 
FOUR SUMMER SUBLESSORS 
NEEDED FOR 3 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT IN PARK PLACE. 
EXTRA LARGE, $130. 345-1250. 
__________ 417 
Sublessor needed for apartment 
close to campus. Rent 
Negotiable. Call 345-8694. 
__________ 417 
One Female to sublease 
Apartment with one other girl. 
Nice, 2 Bdrm, Furnished. and 
close to campus. Call for info. 
345-2858. 
_4/14 
Summer Sublessors needed for 
spacious Apt. Balcony, A/C, 1 1/2 
bath, close to campus. Rent neg. 
345-5149. 
__________ 4/14 
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED. 2 BEDROOM APT. ON 4TH 
STREET. RENT NEGOTIABLE. 
348-5396. 
__________ 4/10 
3 bedrooms in house 1530 2nd 
St. Summer Sublessor's needed 
345-4659. 
__________ 417 
Sublessor Needed Su 95 Close 
to campus. Rent Negotiable- AC-
water & trash included. Call Tracy 
348-1304. 
__________ 417 
Sublessor needed for summer. 
Nice, big apartment, furnished, 
quiet and clean across from cam-
pus- choice location. Call 348-
8531. 
__________ 417 
Now leasing, 1995-96 school 
year. Two-bedroom furnished 
apartments. McArthur Manor 
Apartment, 913-917 Fourth St. 
345-2231 Monday-Friday, 8-5. 
__________ .5/1 
Two bedrooms for 3 or 4 people 
avail. Fall '95. Furnished, dish-
washer, garbage disposal, laun-
dry facilities. Call 345-2363. 
__________ .5/1 
Houses for 4-5 students. 
Furnished. Close to EIU. No pets. 
345-6621. Leave message. 
__________ 5/1 
Summer, 5 bedroom house 314 
Polk, 3 bedroom house 1806 11th, 
2 bedroom apartment. 348-5032. 
__________ 4/14 
Avail. June 2 BR furn apts. 1 yr 
lease. NO PETS. Water/Trash 
incl. 947 4th St. 348-7746. 
__________ 5/1 
Avail. June/Aug. 2 BR uni. apts. 10 
or 12 mo. lease. NO PETS. 
Water/Trash incl. 947 4th St. 348-
7746. 
__________ 5/1 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 1022, 
2ND STREET. CLOSE TO CAM-
PUS. CALL 348-5032. 
__________ 4/14 
SUMMER! SUMMER! Nice two 
bedroom apartment, partly fur-
nished. ALL UTILITIES INCLUD-
ED. Call 348-5041, leave message. 
__________ 417 
Women only- Rooms for rent. 
One block from Union. $150 a 
month Utilities included 
Intersession and summer. The 
house 345-5692 Pat Novak 708-
789-3772. 
__________ 4/12 
AVAILABLE FALL 95 four bed-
room house close to campus. 
For six students at $180 per 
month each. Newly remodeled. 
Two baths, large closets, fur-
nished, parking. 234-8774 call 
after five. 
________ 4/3,11, 12 
STUDIO & 2 BDRM APTS NORTH 
OF SQUARE- FURNISHED-
NICE. 3 BDRM HOUSE- SOUTH 
OF SQUARE WASHER, DRYER, 
CENTRAL AIR. 348-0927 AFTER 
5:00pm. 
__________ 416 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
SUMMER APARTMENTS. NOW 
RENTING. POOL, CENTRAL 
AIR. FROM $150 PER PERSON. 
APPOINTMENT 345-6000. 
__________ .5/1 
FOR SUMMER OR FALL: 4 BED-
ROOM FURNISHED HOUSE. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 581-
2198. 
_________ 4/10 
Nice one bedroom furnished 
Bungalow for 2 people. $390/mo. 
Year lease- Call 345-3148. 
__________ 5/1 
1 Bd Rm apt. 1 person $325.00. 2 
Bd Rm apt. 2 person $220.00. 3 
Bd Rm apt. 3 person $220.00. 2 
Bd Rm apt. 4 person $185.00. 
Plus Utilities, 12 mo. leases. Elf. 
Dates- Various some 6-1-95 & 8-
1-95. Call Ron Lanman at: 345-
5148 & 348-0157. 
__________ 417 
3, 4 BEDROOM HOUSES FOR 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR. ALSO 2 Br 
Apt. For Rent- ALSO SUMMER IS 
AVAILABLE. 345-5728. 
-----.,-----____,.4/11 
2 BR APTS, Unfurnished, C/A, 2 
Blks From Campus, 345-9636 
After 5:00 pm. 
__________ 4/20 
Persian Kittens Black and Wh;te 
Call Nights 217 342-3008 $200. 
- 4/10 
2-10" MTX Bass Speakers in car-
peted factory box. Like new. Must 
see. $300.00. 345-1384. 
__________ 5/6 
YOUR CHOICE: 1989 Nissan 
Hardbody pickup, 1988 Grand 
Prix Coupe, 1986 Cadillac Seville 
sedan. All nice, $6,000 each. Call 
348-8781. 
__________ 417 
Columbia 1 0 speed Good 
Condition. Well built, fast. $60 
581-3502. 
__________ 417 
4 Sale Raleigh Talon Mtn. Bike. 
White 18 Speed Great Condition. 
$200 or B.O. 581-8074. 
__________ 417 
For Sale: IBM XT compatible 30M 
HD, spread sheet; work proces-
sor with 9 pin printer. 235-5986 
Evenings. 
______ 4/6, 11,3,8,20,5,7 
1997 Cutlass Supreme 81,000 
original miles. Runs Great-Body 
Rough 350.00 Firm 345-5822. 
__________ 4/11 
Complete Car Stereo: $225; 
Strength Shoe System, size 13: 
$75; Jordan Collectables: $200; 
345-5197. 
__________ 5/1 
SEGA GENESIS W/ ARCADE 
CONTROLS, $85.00; DUAL 
CASSETTE RADIO, $60.00; 
KENWOOD PORTABLE CD 
PLAYER, $135.00. 345-5681. 
__________ 5/1 
LOST: Plymouth Neon Key on a 
South Padre Island keychain, in 
Buzzard on Thursday 3/30. Call 
345-9308 or return at Student 
Publications! 
__________ 416 
LOST: A tape,"The Accused," in a 
VCR in 217 Buzzard. If found, 
please call 345-4327. 
__________ 416 
LOST: Glasses-Titanium frames, 
on March 28-Tuesday at or north 
of Stu's. 345-3167. Reward. 
__________ 417 
FOUND: watch. Call 581-6165 to 
describe. Ask for Matthew. 
__________ 417 
KIMBERLY M SWITALSKI please 
pick up your soc sec card at 127 
Buzzard. 
__________ 4/7 
DEBRA: Your disk was found in 
the Buzzard Parking lot. Please 
pick up at Student Publications, 
127 Buzzard. 
__________ 4/10 
MELANIE BLUM, KRISTIE 
KAHLES, AMY LEVINE, & 
CINDY WALKER of ASA: con-
gratulations on receiving all your 
awards for Excellence at the 
Awards Ceremony! Your sisters 
are proud of you! 
__________ 416 
AST AIRBAND: You looked great 
last night! Love your sisters. 
__________ 4/6 
BILL HOUSEY OF SIGMA PHI 
EPSILON, CONGRATULA-
TIONS ON WINNING OUT-
STANDING GREEK MAN AND 
THE OUTSTANDING PRESI-
DENTS AWARD!! YOU TAUL Y 
DESERVE IT, AND I AM SO 
PROUD OF YOU! LOVE, 
TAMMY. 
__________ 416 
Single mothers! Now is your 
chance to get together with oth-
ers like you. If your kids are under 
5 yrs, you are needed for a 
research focus group. Please 
reply by 4-10-95. 348-5164 for 
info. 
__________ 4/10 
ATTENTION SENIORS! IT'S 
NOT TOO LATE TO ORDER 
PERSONALIZED GRADUATION 
ANNOUNCEMENTS AT 
TOKENS. GREAT LOW PRICE 
AND SHIPPED DIRECTLY TO 
YOU IN SEVEN DAYS. SEE 
SAMPLES AT TOKENS! 
__________ 4/12 
Attention Faternities, Sororities 
Capones A great place for private 
functions, Book your Date today 
348-0288. 
__________ 4/18 
UNBELIEVABLE SALE! Inside 
and out at Just Spence's 1148 
6th Street. Thurs-Sat 1 :30-
5:30pm Don't Miss! Everything on 
sale! 345-1469. 
__________ 417 
A-Phi Tuggers: Your sisters are 
proud of you! You did a great job 
on Tuesday! 
--------._,,.---416 
Stephanie Crase ... 
Congratulations on getting the 
graduate school assistantship 
here at EIU! Your DZ sisters are 
proud. 
__________ 416 
HEY ALPHA'S- Congrats on 2nd 
in Greek Sing! I will ALWAYS be 
HOPELESSLY DEVOTED to you. 
Love, Kendyl. 
--------,----416 
Erin Wienke of Sigma Kappa- I 
hope you are enjoying Greek 
Week. Let's go out soon. love 
Mom. 
---~--------4/6 
KARI IMHOFF and DAYNA 
CHURCH: You are doing a super 
job with Greek Week overall for 
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA! Your 
sisters thank you! 
----------------4/6 
Congratulations Jennifer Kurth on 
getting lavaliered to Brett Fata of 
Delta Chi. Love, Ashby. 
__________ 416 
Chad- Happy Birthday! You're so 
old. Good Luck in tugs, you'll do 
great. Love, Kelly. 
________ 416 
To the BEST Greek Sing Pianist, 
TAMI HEIMBACH: We want to 
thank you tor all of your hard 
work, dedication and support, 
(and for not walking out on us 
after you heard us sing for the 
first time)! You are an extremely 
talented person and we were so 
lucky to have you. Thanks for all 
of the fun memories! Love, the 
women of Sigma Kappa. 
__________ 416 
Calvin and Hobbes 
1'U.. RIG~\, IS'J\ 
1-\URR~ IJP. 
Doonesbury 
. -.. 
Melissa Nolan of AST you looked 
beautiful at corination. Your sis-
ters are proud of you! 
__________ 416 
Collegiate Bowl teams dont forget 
your matches at your assigned 
time in the Effingham room. 
__________ 4A 
SHARI LYMAN: Congrats on 
becoming the April sister of the 
Month! Love your DZ sisters. 
__________ 416 
A-Phi Airband: you looked great 
yesterday! your sisters are 
proud! 
__________ 416 
The Men of Sigma Nu would like 
to thank Carrie Dunham of AST 
for making a bad day a whole lot 
better. .. You really are the best 
Carrie. 
__________ 4/6 
TAUS: Keep up the great spirit! 
You look great! 
__________ 416 
ALPHA GAM TUGGERS: Good 
Luck today tugging SIG KAPS! 
We know you can do it. TUG! 
TUG! TUG! Love, your sisters. 
------------416 
Helene and Jennie: 
Congratulations on being hired to 
work at Disney World this sum-
mer. Good Luck! Love Kel. 
__________ 416 
Sigma Kappa wants to congratu-
late all of the award winners on 
Tuesday night! GOOD JOB! 
---------------,--416 
CYNDI WALKER of ASA 
Congratulations on winning 
Outstanding Jr. Delegate! You're 
doing a great job! I Love my 
Roomie! Love, Carrie. 
__________ 416 
Good luck to Sigma Nu Airband, 
we'll be cheering for you all the 
way. Your Bros. 
__________ 416 
The AST Pyramid team would 
like to thank thier coaches for 
such a wonderful job. 
__________ 416 
I LOVE MY ALPHA GAM 
SINGERS! I'll miss dancing for 
you! I can't tell you enough how 
proud I was on Sunday! You are 
the best! Alpha_ Garn 1.ove and 
mine, Tracee. · 
__________ 4/6 
Tracy Volkman You did awesome 
in tugs on tuesday. Good luck 
today, Big Sis! love Missy. 
__________ 416 
Congratulations to Keith Lipke of 
Sigma Nu on being named Greek 
Man of The Year ... Your Bros are 
proud of you. 
__________ 4/6 
JEN DIETLIN of SIGMA KAPPA: 
you looked absolutely gorgeous 
at Coronation on Monday night. 
You represented our house well. 
Congratulations. 
__________ 416 
Go TAU TUGGERS! Remember: 
stay low and keep thoughs butts 
up! 
------------416 
Jr. Panhellenic Mother/Daughter 
Banquet Sunday April 9th at 
11 :00 in the Union. Tickets are 
$8.00. Grab your mom and go! 
__________ 4/6 
I'M ONe Of me I-A~ cow~. 
CIJ&IJAY, ())frlP~ANOR0805 
WIU. FLJN &VeRY!HING, /?ACHU. 
CARCJ()N f,(JA5 RJGHT. 50 /A/!3R& 
J<RN MUIR.AN{? 
AUXJ U!()fl:JUJ/ 
/ 
AST Tuggers, Great tug on tues-
day!! Lets do it again today. We 
are proud of you! Craig, Bill, & 
Bob. 
--------------416 
To the beautiful women of ALPHA 
GAMMA DELTA- You blew us 
away Sunday! We are soo proud 
of you! Love, Tracee and Rachel. 
__________ 416 
Congratulations .to the men of 
Sigma Phi Epsilon and the 
women of Delta Zeta on winning 
Greek Sing! The women of Sigma 
Kappa. 
__________ 416 
CONGRATULATIONS to the AST 
PYRAMIDS TEAM on winning 1st 
PLACE! Your sisters are truely 
PROUD of You! 
__________ 416 
Hey Sig Eps: Get out and support 
your Tugs Teams. 3:00 at the 
Campus pond!! 
__________ 4/6 
The Ladies of AST: would like to 
congratulate the winners of the 
1995 Greek Sing. 
__________ 4/6 
SIGMA KAPPA TUGS TEAMS: 
Snap 'em hard and tug, tug, tug! 
__________ 416 
Kim Jostes and Lesley Galer of 
AST: you both did a great job 
Sunday. thank you for all you 
hard work. Love your sisters. 
__________ 416 
The Ladies of AST would like to 
congratulate the new King and 
Queen for Greek Week 1995. 
----------------4/6 
Congratulations to Jeff Hart and 
Jason Haier for being chosen top 
ten greek men of the year! Your 
Pike brothers. 
-------------:---::4/6 
Jeanne Schuld of Alpha Phi-
Great job with AirBand!! You 
should be very proud. Love, 
RENO. 
__________ 416 
Katie Wright of Alpha Phi- Way to 
Dance!! You looked beautiful last 
night!! Love, Reno. 
__________ 4/6 
JESSICA, TAMMY, BETH, 
MICHELLE, HEATHER, JEN, 
JANE, KIM, & DANA. OF ASA: 
You did an outstanding job at 
Airband last night! 
__________ 416 
A-Phi's- You did a great job in 
Greek Sing. I'm proud of all of 
you APhi Love, Peg. 
--------------------416 
Let's go ALPHAS! Keep up the 
Awesome Spirit! Greek Week is 
all most over! 
__________ 416 
Bill and Rowley- Thanks for 
everything! Good Luck today in 
tugs. Love Your A-Phi luggers. 
__________ 416 
To all my Brass Monkeys: I have 
never been so proud- You guys 
looked awesome last night! See 
what happens when we pull 
together! Hey- let the music play! 
ASA love, Beth. 
-----~----4/6 
GO TRI-SIGMA TUGS!! ITS ALL 
OR NOTHING! TRI-SIGMA 
TUGS!! TRI-SIGMA TUGS!! 
__________ 416 
by Bill Watterson 
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Jordan's 37 help Bulls get by Nets 
EAST RUTHERFORD, 
N.J. (AP) - Michael Jordan, 
shaking off a 2-of-13 first half, 
scored 30 of his 37 points 
after halftime Wednesday to 
lead the Chicago Bulls to 
their fifth straight win, 108-
101 over the New Jersey 
Nets. 
utes, but it couldn't make the 
big shots or stop Jordan. 
Anderson had 21 points and 
15 assists. 
lead. The lead reached seven 
late in the quarter, but the 
Nets kept close and made a 
couple of runs in the fourth 
quarter, pulling to 99-96 on a 
basket by Jayson Williams 
with 4:33 to go. 
Jordan scored 30 of the 
Bulls' 54 second-half points, 
15 of their 23 points in the 
final quarter and seven of 
their final nine. 
B.J. Armstrong added 16 
points for Chicago, and 
Scottie Pippen had 15 before 
fouling out late in the fourth 
quarter. 
The loss was the fifth in a 
row and ninth in 10 games for 
the Nets, who played Chicago 
tough despite being without 
injured starters Derrick 
Coleman and Chris Morris. 
He finished 13-of-31 from 
the field and added 11 
rebounds. The 37 points were 
his second highest total since 
coming out of retirement 
eight games ago. The Bulls 
are 6-2 with him in the line-
up. 
The key for Chicago might 
have been staying close in the 
opening half when New 
Jersey shot 60 percent from 
the field and Jordan strug-
gled. Still, the Nets only led 
56-54. 
Chris Childs missed a 3-
poin ter and Anderson a 
jumper that could have gotten 
New Jersey closer before 
Jordan nailed a 3-pointer 
with 3: 18 to go to open a 102-
96 lead. 
New Jersey actually had 
several chances to tie the 
game in the final five min-
Armon Gilliam led New 
Jersey with 27 points and 16 
rebounds, while Kenny 
Chicago took the lead for 
good with an 8-0 spurt that 
Toni Kukoc capped with a 
floater in the lane for a 73-67 
One of two free throws by 
Williams got New Jersey to 
104-101 with 1:40 to go, but 
the Nets didn't score again. 
Valenzuela signs contract with Padres 
PEORIA, Ariz. (AP) - Fernando 
Valenzuela, who overcame a shoul-
der ailment that reduced his effi-
ciency and threatened his career, 
signed Wednesday with the San 
Diego Padres for $200,000 plus 
attendance bonuses. 
The 34-year-old left-hander, who 
won the NL Rookie of the Year and 
Cy Young Award for the Los Angeles 
Dodgers in 1981, will report to 
spring training Thursday and begin 
working out Friday, general manag-
er Randy Smith said. 
"Fernando is the consummate pro-
fessional, and will provide valuable 
left-handed experience to our pitch-
ing staff," Smith said. "Fernando 
knows how to win, and we hope his 
winning attitude rubs off on our 
younger pitchers." Valenzuela can 
earn an additional $300,000 in 
attendance bonuses. He wouild get 
$100,000 if he makes 10 home starts 
the Padres' attendance for those 
games is 5000 overthe team aver-
age. 
The bonus would jump to 
Baseball 
"It was more than just a game for 
me," Callahan said. "We wanted to put 
on a respectable show. But as much as 
anything, we needed a win." 
The two losses for the Panthers 
$200,000 if the average for his 
games is 7 ,500 more than the team 
average, and to $300,000 if he draws 
an average of 10,000 more fans to 
his games than the team average. 
"Bottom line is he's going to have 
to pitch well to make the club," 
Padres outfielder Tony Gwynn said. 
"We've got some good young pitchers 
here. If he pitches well, great. He 
can help us get to where we want to 
go. We want to win." Valenzuela 
spent his first 11 seasons with the 
Dodgers before they cut him near 
the end of spring training in 1991. 
He was hit hard during that exhibi-
tion season, and the soundness of 
his shoulder - which first troubled 
him in 1988 - was questioned. 
After an ill-fated comeback later 
that season with the California 
organization, which included stints 
with the Angels and three minor 
league teams, Valenzuela turned to 
his native Mexico. 
He enjoyed mediocre results with 
Jalisco in 1992, but demonstrated 
his shoulder was sound by pitching 
ended their 13-game homestand at 
Monier Field with a 10-3 record. 
Schmitz explained that his team just 
wasn't ready to hit the field yesterday. 
"I'm very disappointed," Schmitz 
~LU~ 
156 1-3 innings. 
Valenzuela signed with Baltimore 
in 1993, going 8-10 with a 4.94 ERA 
in 32 starts and 178 2-3 innings. He 
pitched five complete games, includ-
ing two shutouts. 
Despite his comeback - which 
included American League Player of 
the Month honors for July -
Valenzuela was out of a job at the 
beginning of last season. 
He went back to the Mexican 
League, where he went 10-3 with a 
2.67 ERA. In June, he signed 
Philadelphia, going 1-2 with a 3.00 
ERA in eight starts. 
"The new Padres fully expect that 
Fernando will make a real contribu-
tion to this club," Padres CEO Larry 
Lucchino said. "His agent, Tony 
DeMarco, and his lawyer, Dick 
Moss, conveyed to us that Fernando 
had a choice of teams, and that he 
happily chose the Padres." In seven 
of his nine full seasons with the 
Dodgers, Valenzuela pitched a mini-
mum of 200 innings. His career 
record is 150-130 with a 3.38 ERA. 
said. "We didn't come to play the game 
on either side of the ball. 
"They (Panthers) didn't come out 
prepared to go. That's just the way it 
is." 
Rotaract and Bike & Hike Present 
The Charleston to EAGLE CREEK 
. Ride for PROJECT PAL 
April 8, 1995 •Registration from 8-10 am 
RIDE Begins at 10:00 am 
Cost $12 per rider • T-shirts $8 per shirt 
(Call for Group Rates) 
JBJ ~ 
ll 
I 
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Hol1nes prepares for next fight 
LAS VEGAS (AP) - Larry Holmes sat with 
a friend at a bar overlooking the swimming 
pool at Caesars Palace and recalled the night 
almost 17 years ago when he took a night-
time dip. 
He was wearing trunks, but they were box-
ing trunks. Holmes had just outpointed Ken 
Norton over 15 brutal rounds to win the 
WBC heavyweight championship on June 9, 
1978. 
In his jubilation, Holmes forgot about the 
news conference, started back to his hotel 
suite and, on an impulse, jumped into the 
pool. 
Since beating Norton, Holmes has fought 
in 14 championship fights in Las Vegas, but 
he has appeared only once here in 14 bouts 
since 1986. 
Saturday night, the 45-year-old Holmes 
will be back in a Caesars Palace ring to chal-
lenge 29-year-old Oliver McCall for the WBC 
title. 
"If George can do it, why can't I do it?" 
Holmes asked, referring to the 10th-round 
knockout victory over Michael Moorer that 
made George Foreman the oldest heavy-
weight champion in history. Foreman, who 
turned 46 on Jan. 10, beat Moorer on Nov. 5, 
two days after Holmes' 45th birthday. 
"If I win, I'd like to fight George," Holmes 
said. Such a fight, however, is considered 
unlikely. 
"I'm not looking at Mike Tyson," Holmes 
added. "I'd like to get him like he got me. I 
want him to be ring rusty. After two or three 
fights, he won't be ring rusty." Holmes came 
out of 21 months retirement and was stopped 
by Tyson in the fourth round on Jan. 22, 
1988. 
Tyson, the former undisputed champion 
released from prison on March 25, is expect-
ed to a have one or two tuneup fights before 
challenging for a title. 
"If I lose this fight, I'll quit right away," 
Holmes said. 
"There's no sense in going on." It will be 
Holmes' fourth bid to become a champion 
again since he lost a 15-round decision to 
Michael Spinks on Sept. 21, 1985 that ended 
his championship reign of seven years, three 
months. 
He lost a controversial split decision to 
Spinks in their rematch on April 19, 1988, 
then retired, only to come back and lose to 
Tyson. 
Again he retired, but in 1991 came back 
again and after six fights, including a 12-
round decision over Ray Mercer, challenged 
Evander Holyfield for the undisputed cham-
pionship. Holyfield won a 12-round decision 
on June 19, 1992 at Caesars Palace. 
Holmes said while training for the Mercer 
fight on Feb. 7, 1992, at Atlantic City, N.J., "I 
suffered a detached retina and I was smart 
enough to close my right eye and come out 
victorious. 
Baseball---------
• From Page 12 
"It was more than just a 
game for me," Callahan said. 
"We wanted to put on a 
respectable show. But as 
much as anything, we needed 
a win." 
The two losses for the 
Panthers ended their 13-
game homestand at Monier 
Field with a 10-3 record. 
Schmitz explained that his 
team just wasn't ready to hit 
the field yesterday. 
"I'm very disappointed," 
Schmitz said. "We didn't 
come to play the game on 
either side of the ball. 
"They (Panthers) didn't 
come out prepared to go. 
That's just the way it is." 
Softball _______ _ 
f From Page 12 
The score would remain 1-0 until the 
Panther half of the fifth inning. With Klein 
on third and center fielder Jen Cherveny on 
second, Sycamore catcher Lisa Hamilton 
threw wildly on a pick off attempt to third 
base. 
Klein scored, with Cherveny moving to 
third, giving the Panthers a 2-0 advantage. 
With two out, Porzel singled home Cherveny 
to put the Panthers up by three runs. 
McEwan then smashed a triple to score 
Porzel, and Eastern had a 4-0 lead. 
Indiana State mounted a comeback 
attempt in the top half of the seventh inning. 
With one out, Perine pulled starter Porzel 
for Mandy White. White shut down the 
Sycamore rally, allowing only one runner to 
score and Eastern held on for the 4-3 victory. 
Perine explained the differences in the 
loss in game one and being able to pull off 
the win in the second contest. 
"The key in game two was not being satis-
fied," Perine said. "Not that we didn't hit the 
ball well in the first game, but in the second 
game we found a way to push the runs 
across." 
Cherveny, Porzel and Klein led the 
Panther offensive attack in the second game 
with two hits and a run each. 
McEwan's RBI in the fifth inning gave her 
78 for her career, tying the Eastern career 
RBI record. 
The Panthers' next play this weekend 
when they travel to the Southwest Missouri 
Invitational where they will see action 
against St. Louis, Oklahoma and Southwest 
Missouri. 
TONIGHT: 
• 
Man of the House (PG) 
7:15, 9:30 
Brady Bunch (PG-13) 
7:00, 9:00 
SAMUEL ADAMS 
$2.afj PINTS 
S J 75 PILSNERS 
AMARETTO DRINKS 
$ Jllll: 
Frid.cay i.-. "t:h~ 
I> ..... .-.g~<>--­
The Drovers 
u.r /the Suedechain 
509 Van Buren 345-2380 
: SUIPllSE. lOUI fllEND! • • • 
• Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a : 
PHOTO AND MESSAGE : 
• 
: The Dally Eastern News : 
• • (Deadline: 3 Business Days Before Ad is to run) • 
• 
City Airport•Vandalia, Illinois 
1-618-283-4978 
1-800-344-4764 
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
Does Not Apply to Group Rates 
I Tandem or_Other Discounts. EIU I _____ , ____ _. 
Alterations 
& 
Repairs 
Byrd's Cleaners 
S. 4th St. Curve 
Tapering Waists 
Lengths Zippers 
Phyllis or Mary 
Seamstress • 345-4546 
ll 
Ski Free Next Winter! 
Crested Butte Mountain Resort 
will be on campus to recruit 
for our Student Employment 
Program. $500 scholarship, 
$5.50/hour, a Free Unlimited 
Ski Pass, housing .... and much 
morel Variety of positions 
available. For more informa-
tion please attend our informa-
tional presentation at 6:00pm 
on Monday, April 1 Oth in the 
Student Union Kansas Room or 
contact our sponsor, Career 
Planning &. Placement. We are 
an E.O.E. 
AT TED'S TOlllTE LIVE 
"CHERRY VALLANCE" 
OPENING FOR "SPREAD" 
.... . ..... 
K .. .r\4can~.76f 
2ooz. Drattlite ?5f 
· Ja0erlfteie•FShot5 $1.25 
18-19-20 
Year Olds 
We/corne To 
Juice Bar 
Phi Sigrq:~ Sigma 
proudly pr~ ·· ················ ···· <<: 
JMbr~ JPihrr .. L. •.. J.iiiilffil~&rru1! 
n_ ~~···~~ •. ~.·.·~~(§ 11>-i~~ 111.·Wri~~lc: (;( Kjppa Delta Rho 
C::e>rwigrc:a.'i:&.lllc:atie>rwi~! 
Today is Thursday - The day What's Gookin' has 
their world famous BEEF AND NOODLES. So eat 
there Tuesday instead when they have 
HOMEMADE CHICKEN AND NOODLES 
with real mashed potatoes, vegetable and whole 
wheat roll - mmmmoooo-velous! 
'What's Coo/(j,n' 
409 7th Street, Charleston - 345-7 427 
Baseball coach 'disappointed' in team 
Eastern loses 
two to end 
homestand 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 7-5. 
The second game wasn't much bet-
ter for the Panthers when they faced 
Southern Illinois University and ex-
Panther skipper Dan Callahan, as 
Eastern dropped a 12-2 decision to 
the Salukis. 
In the first game, Eastern had a 2-
0 advantage going into the top of the 
fifth, but Wisconsin-Milwaukee 
scored five runs and never looked 
back. 
Schmitz felt that his team should 
have beat Wisconsin-Milwaukee, but 
they were unable to get motivated for 
the game. 
"We had a lack of fire and going 
out there and getting them," Schmitz 
said. "You're then going to get beat by 
a team that's not as good as you in 
UWM." 
icant margin, Callahan felt that the 
game should have been closer than 
what the score indicated, stating that 
"the score was very deceiving." 
Still, Callahan was pleased that 
his team came out on top, especially 
since his squad had lost five straights 
contests before coming to Charleston. 
By DAN FIELDS 
Asaoclate sports editor 
"We'll take 'em anyway we can get 
'em," Callahan said. 
It's not the way the Panther base-
ball team and head coach Jim 
Schmitz wanted to end their 12-game 
homestand, as Eastern dropped two 
games Wednesday at Monier Field to 
bring its overall record to 16-10. 
Thirdbaseman Travis Hayes went 
2-for-4 with two runs batted in and 
left.fielder Josh Zink was 1-for-3 with 
a triple and three RBI. 
In the second game, back-to-back 
first-inning home runs by Southern's 
Pete Schlauser and Tim Kratuchvil 
set the tone for the Saluki hitting 
attack, as they pounded out 16 hits 
en route to the 10-run win. 
"We were aware that Eastern was 
doing well," Callahan said. "I'm glad 
we jumped out like we did." 
It was a homecoming of sorts for 
Callahan, as he was Eastern's head 
coach for six seasons before Schmitz 
took the helm last year. 
But as much as he would have 
liked to deny it, Callahan knew that 
this game held some type of signifi-
cance to him. Although they only gave up two 
earned runs in the first game, the 
Panthers lost to the University of 
The losing pitcher was sophomore 
Mike Sommerfeld. His record now 
stands at 0-1. Although his team won by a signif- • See BASEBALL Page 1 l 
Softball settles 
for home split 
By MATT ERICKSON 
Staff Writer 
The Eastern softball team 
faced the Indiana State 
Sycaniores in a doubleheader 
Wednesday at Williams Field 
with the hope of ending a 
three-game losing streak. 
The Panthers dropped the 
first game 5-2, but w~re able 
to hold on iD the second by a 
4-3 score. 
In the first game, Eastern 
got on the scoreboard in the 
bottom of the second inning. 
Both Nicole Chapman and 
Missy Porzel walked to start 
the inning, and Terri Creydt 
beat the throw to first base 
for an infield single. 
With the bases loaded, 
J amie Skerski stepped to the 
plate and collected an RBI 
single. A wild pitch scored 
Creydt, and Sycamore start-
ing pitcher Shelly Weaver 
was replaced by Shelley 
Monte. 
Mont e shut down the 
Eastern rally and held the 
Panthers scoreless for the 
rest of the game. 
Coli Turley was Eastern's 
starting pitcher in the open-
er. Turley threw two score-
less innings, but ran into 
trouble in the third frame. 
The senior righthander 
surrendered back-to-back 
singles to start the inning. 
With one out, Melissa 
Shyrock singled home a run 
for the Sycamores: A wild 
pitch brought in Lea Twigg to 
knot the game at 2-2. 
After striking out Lisa 
Hamilton for the inning's sec-
ond out, Turley gave up a 
two-run single to Michelle 
Peterson. 
Peterson's hit chased 
Turley.from the mound after 
just 2 2/3 innings. Mandy 
White replaced Turley and 
finished off the game allow-
ing just one more Indiana 
State run. 
The Panthers' rally efforts 
fell short, as they left ten 
runners on base in the game. 
"We were hitting the ball, 
but we were just popping it 
up," said head coach Beth 
Perine. "We've got to hit it on 
the ground and make them 
(opponent) do something with 
it." 
Coli Turley took the loss in 
game one, moving her record 
to 5-5 on the season. Catcher 
Sharna McEwan and third 
baseman Jamie Skersk.i had 
two hits each for Eastern. 
The second game of the 
twin bill proved to be closer 
than the Panthers would 
have liked, after they had a 
four-run lead. 
Missy Porzel took the hill 
for Eastern and pitched six 
innings of shutout ball before 
the Sycamores put tOgether a 
last inning rally. 
Eastern grabbed a 1-0 lead 
in the second when shortstop 
Aimee Klein tripled home 
Skersk.i with two out. 
The score would remain 1-
0 until the Panther half of 
t See SOFTBALL Page 11 
J oANNE CLARK/ Staff photographer 
Sha.ma McEwa.n. a catcher for the Pan.th.er softball team. falls to tag an Indta.na State 
player before reaching the plate Wednesday afternoon at WUliams Field. Eastern split the 
doubleheader with the Sycarrwres, losing the.first game 5-2, but winning the second 4-3. 
McEwan ties RBI record 
By ANTBONY NASEUA 
Staff WI1ter 
Senior catcher Sharna Mc-
Ewan is driven to be a success 
for the Eastern softball team. 
Now, McEwan, who came to 
the United States from Broad-
lands, Australia three years 
ago and has started in 127 
straight games at Eastern, has 
tied the career school record 
for runs batted in. 
The previous record of 78 
RBI was held by Mary Tiegs, 
an Eastern player from 1981-
1984. McEwan, who had an 
RBI in Eastem's doubleheader 
with Indiana State Wed-
nesday, also has 78 RBI for her 
career. 
McEwan, who is in her third 
season with the Panthers, cur-
rently leads the team this sea-
son for most RBI (15). 
"It's nice to know that I can 
hold a record - for at least 
awhile," McEwan said. "Every 
record I can set is nice. It's 
pretty exciting." 
In 1994, she led the teani 
with 34 RBI - the third high-
est total in school history. In 
her first season, when she was 
a first-team Mid Continent 
Conference selection and a 
first-team all-tournament 
selection, she drove in 29 runs. 
McEwan, however, has a 
feeling that her record will 
only last a short period of time 
- keeping in mind freshman 
players like Emily Starkey, 
who has 14 RBI this season, 
one behind McEwan. 
Women's tennis team defeats St. Louis 5-4 
By PAUL DEMPSEY 
§pOrts editor 
After a rough defeat at the hands of Illinois-Chicago 
m Monday, the Eastern women's tennis team got back 
on track yesterday with a 5-4 victory at St. Louis 
University. 
The Lady Panthers won four of the six singles 
matches, thus needed just one victory in the three dou-
bles matches to get the overall win. 
Seniors Samantha Wulfers and Melissa Welch got 
the job done at No. 2 doubles to secure the victory for 
East.em. 
At No. 1 singles, Wulfers defeated Lindsey Iverson 
6-3, 6-3 to start the scoring for the Lady Panthers. 
But Eastern lost its next two matches. 
Geeta Dua was defeated 4-6, 3-6 at No. 2 singles by 
Sara Pautsen. And the No. 3 singles match was taken 
by Kim Night - 3-6, 4-6 over East.em's Terra Erickson. 
But the Lady Panthers won the rest of the singles 
matches to take a 4-2 advantage. 
Junior Kristy Sims defeated St. Louis' Jan Thomas 
6-1, 6-1 at No. 4 singles. 
Senior Melissa Welch downed Olivia Voils 6-4, 6-3 at 
No. 5 singles. And junior St.ephanie Sullivan notched a 
victory at No. 6 singles, 6-3, 6-2 over Desna Wear. 
In doubles competition, Dua and Erickson lost 3-6, 
4-6 at No. 1 doubles. 
In the No. 2 doubles match, Wulfers and Welch iced 
the Eastern win with a 6-2, 7-6 (7 -2) victory over 
Pat.sen and Thomas. 
Sims and freshman Angie Waldhoff lost the final 
contest at No. 3 doubles to St. Louis' Voils and Ross. 
Eastern head coach Rosie Kramars.ki said that, 
although she has not seen the St. Louis team in the 
past, matches between Eastern and St. Louis have 
usually been close. 
"We have beaten them in the past, though they have 
always been pretty close - always leading into doubles 
(matches)," Kramarski. said. 
The Lady Panthers play at Butler today, ending a 
foUNlay road trip in which they will have played three 
matches. 
"Fatigue hasn't set in yet, but it may catch up with 
us (Thursday)," Erickson said." 
